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Plugin Carousel Will Not Constrain to Body

Status
 Open

Subject
Plugin Carousel Will Not Constrain to Body

Version
15.x
16.x
17.x
18.x

Category
Usability
Consistency

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
John Morris

Lastmod by
John Morris

Rating
     (0) 

Related-to
 H5P Collage Flies out of Constrained Area in Cached Wiki Page

Description
The PluginCarousel seems to be behave quite poorly with any combination of parameters applied, I
have tried to add a carousel to the top of a wiki page, I have tried to constrain the Carousel within a
Bootstrap grid fluid container and regular container and it seems no matter what I do, the Carousel
fly's out of the containers, and main body area and into the rest of the page. Using basic syntax as:

I would think it should work out of the box, but I can't seem to get the correct combination of
commands to make the carousel work.
Please see show instance.

Importance
5

Priority
25



{carousel fgalId="6"}

https://dev.tiki.org/item6513-Plugin-Carousel-Will-Not-Constrain-to-Body
https://dev.tiki.org/item6403-H5P-Collage-Flies-out-of-Constrained-Area-in-Cached-Wiki-Page
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Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org
SVN update

Ticket ID
6513

Created
Tuesday 02 January, 2018 04:18:47 GMT-0000
by John Morris

LastModif
Thursday 24 January, 2019 13:01:40 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 02 Jan 18 16:25 GMT-0000

John, you could try this code in a page for a carousel display (PluginList will need to be activated, if not
already, and the gallery_id number set to whatever gallery you're using, in the first line):

John Morris 02 Jan 18 20:33 GMT-0000

Gary that worked very well, I created a page at the show instance named List Slider Gallery, see it if
you'd like. I do have a question, is there any way the images can link to a page or offsite url? And can
we bring the controller arrows down to the middle of the slide?
This works really well, thanks sir and i appreciate your time. So that is a cool workaround, is there a
chance that Carousel will ever work properly?
Thanks again Gary!

Gary Cunningham-Lee 03 Jan 18 07:24 GMT-0000

Seems like the developer energy these days is going into the Plugin List slider, but about the others, if



{LIST()} {filter field="gallery_id" content="1"} {OUTPUT(template="carousel")} {carousel
interval="6000" wrap="1" pause="hover" id="mycarousel"} {body field="pic" mode="raw"}
{caption field="caption"} {OUTPUT} {FORMAT(name="pic")}{display format="wikiplugin"
name="wikiplugin_img" fileId="object_id" styleimage="width:100%"}{FORMAT}
{FORMAT(name="caption")} !!! {display name="title" default="Untitled"} {display
name="description" default=""}{FORMAT}{LIST}

https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
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they are still included in the code, they should be maintained and work correctly. I did a comparison
about a year ago, details here: https://dev.tiki.org/Slider+comparison , toward deciding which to
remove and which to continue supporting. There should be a discussion and decisions ASAP.

John Morris 03 Jan 18 12:38 GMT-0000

Gary, I gotta say, as much as I like the results you provided me, I never would have been able to
figure that "list" plugin out, just waaay too many variables to learn and code to make it work, it
overwhelms me actually. If Tiki wants to head towards a user friendly interface, then getting rid of
the plugins that prompt the user to fill in fields to make what they want, is a big mistake I feel. I am
always looking from the standpoint of a casual user who wants to contribute content on my wiki, to
expect them to learn the list functions to generate a slider or carousel I feel would be expecting
way to much and could quite possibly generate frustration and lack of contribution.
I am going to learn the list functions, because I feel I need too, in order to get content to display as
I want, but I hope we can still have some way to generate a simple slider or gallery to display by
plugin prompts or fields.
I have been working with H5P and it's a wonderful addition to our tiki, thank you tiki gurus! But
just like anything it has upsides and downsides. Even though Carousel and Gallerific does not work,
the functions they are supposed to offer are pretty complete and robust. If they would only work.
Thanks again Gary, I truly wish I could help here, from a developer standpoint, but who I am does
not consist of developing knowledge, I can only stand on the backs of those smarter than myself to
make my website, and I can complain and give attaboys and suggestions, it's not where I would like
to be in this project, but it's all I got at this point.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 03 Jan 18 15:48 GMT-0000

Working with List Plugin code by hand to produce a carousel isn't expected to be the final
answer, it's just a step along the way. Just like you, our goal is to have an easy to use plugin (just
fill in the form, etc.) to produce carousels and other page parts. There's a GUI under way to
provide a graphical interface to create the code for List Plugin instances - see
https://doc.tiki.org/LIST---Graphical-User-Interface (not much there yet - it's my task to document
that and I'll add details as I get info and understand more of it ;-) ).

John Morris 03 Jan 18 20:28 GMT-0000

Gary, I checked out the GUI and that is a great start!!!!!!

John Morris 03 Jan 18 03:26 GMT-0000

trash post

https://dev.tiki.org/Slider+comparison
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://doc.tiki.org/LIST---Graphical-User-Interface
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
https://dev.tiki.org/user11758
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John Morris 03 Jan 18 12:42 GMT-0000

by the way Gary, I was able to bring the arrows down to the middle of the slider by adding this:

I used it at the show instance and it works well on all size viewports.
And thank you for the slider comparison chart!

Marc Laporte 22 Jun 18 02:12 GMT-0000

https://doc.tiki.org/PluginSwiper is coming to Tiki19.

This will be better than all the other sliders
https://doc.tiki.org/Slider-Comparison
https://dev.tiki.org/Slider-comparison

Yes, I know about https://xkcd.com/927/ 

luciash d' being � 28 Jun 18 10:55 GMT-0000

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item6513-Plugin-Carousel-Will-Not-Constrain-to-Body



[role="button"] { cursor: pointer; padding-top: 15%; }
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